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PT-REMD Details
In order to improve the conformational sampling, we applied the parallel tempering replica exchange molecular dynamics (PT-REMD) and further calculated the heat capacity to temperature profile. The PT-REMD involves performing simulations simultaneously at different temperatures of # , $ , % ..., & (1) (2) and B are the instantaneous potential energies of replica i and j, respectively. Such approach allows the exchanges of configurations at high temperatures with the ones at low temperatures. In Monte Carlo simulations, PT-RE only considers the particle positions and potential energies. In MD, the momenta of all the particles in the system S2 should be also considered. After an exchange, the new momenta for replica i, (AG) should be adjusted as:
where (A) is the original momenta for replica i, and IJKLMJ and NKOJM are the temperatures of the replica before and after the swap, respectively. The process ensures that the average kinetic energy remains equal to
We utilized REMD simulation to evaluate the transition temperature of PC and IPA bilayer systems. The list of replicas with various temperature range for all the tested systems are given in Table S1 and S2. All REMD simulations were carried out under NPT ensemble for 20 ns. The exchange of conformations in neighboring temperatures was attempted at every 1000 time steps based on the Metropolis criterion. 
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Two-Dimensional Radial Distribution Function (2D-RDF)
Figure S1 
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Equlibrium Check
The 100 ns MD equilibration run for each biayer system was splited into two 50 ns trajectories. The bilayer properties of membrane area distributions (Fig. S1 ) and alkyl chain tilt angle distributions (Fig. S2 ) were compared to validate the equilibration of the system. The consistent results from two 50 ns trajectories indeed suggested that all systems were equilibrated for the further analyses illustrated in the main text. Figure S4 The area distributions for each IPA(red) or PC(black) bilayer system from the first 50 ns (solid line) and the second 50 ns MD runs (dashed line).
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Figure S5
The alkyl chain tilt angle distributions for each IPA(red) or PC(black) bilayer system from the first 50 ns (solid line) and the second 50 ns MD runs (dashed line).
